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EDITOR’S NOTE
Welcome to Issue 8 of the 9th Scroll!
Additionally, we have a few tutorials which can save
you some serious cash for very little effort.

This month we saw the latest “hot fix” for the beta
rules. While there was some contention with the update, we must remember that this is a game which
we enjoy for many facets. Some have the opinion that
the hot fix did not allow 2.0 to settle before making
changes. Following this line of thinking, I chose to focus this issue on hobby rather than gaming.

We also have one very special article this issue. The
Goblin Factory, a den of murderous outlaws, have
been building a gaming table for their skirmish games.
I think we can all agree they have done a great job!
And maybe, just maybe, one day the Goblin Factory
As usual we have the latest Background Compendium will produce the next generation of 9th Age players?
from the Background Team. Unfortunately, we made
a small mistake in the last issue of the Scroll and accidentally left out two of the human factions. We
updated this in the last scroll but thought it best to
include it again as an extra, just in case you missed it!
Furthermore, we have a discussion of the new Warriors of the Dark Gods background as well as a number
of narrative articles. An army showcase heavily influenced on a strong background which will lead into a
battle report in the next issue. We also have begun
a three-part campaign series which will be running
through the next couple of issues. I hope we can continue to do these multi-part articles moving forward.
If this wasn’t enough reading material, we also have
an ADT update on the Demon Legions Army Book.
Did you notice the artwork on the cover of this issue?
This is image is a preview of the artwork from the upcoming Demon Legions book! We also have a story
You can send us mail to scroll@the-ninth-age.com
inspired by the new background.
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WOTDG: SOME THOUGHTS ON
BACKGROUND Article by Henrypmiller and Casimir “The Swede”
This article was inspired by Episode 30 of Ammertime Podcast (shameless plug). On the show we discussed
the new Warriors of the Dark Gods Background. This book is the first of the new 9th Age army book series,
so it is very interesting to see what direction the Background team is going to take with the new books. We
also feel that because of this, it is important to do the book justice by giving it a feature in the scroll as well
as on the podcast. The first part of this article will focus on how the new background is reflected in the rules.
Favour of Savar, God of Pride
Universal Rule - If a unit has at least one model with
this Favour, when taking Discipline Tests, roll one additional D6 and remove the highest D6 rolled.

Favour of Akaan, God of Gluttony
Attack Attribute - Melee Attacks from model parts
with this Favour must reroll failed to-wound rolls. This
can only be used if the model was Engaged in Combat
in the previous Melee Phase.

The first of the Dark Gods which is described in the
book is personified by the haughty Warriors of Pride.
These warriors have true arrogance, showing disdain
towards those who don’t share their lofty ideology. At
times during the narrative, the followers of Pride do
not even acknowledge those they see as lesser than
them.

The rules team have done a good job in reflecting the
cannibalistic nature of the Warriors of Akaan. Once
combat has been joined and the blood flowing, the
Followers of Gluttony can sense a feast coming an
whip themselves into a feeding frenzy. Their open
helms allow them to feast on their fallen foes. Re-roll
to wound in the second and subsequent rounds of
combat gives you the feeling that they want to fight
all the harder in anticipation of the flesh that will follow.

This favour I feel is quite fitting for the Warriors of
Pride. Their arrogance in the face of unthinkable odds
would mean that they will be much more brave than
other warriors facing similar situations. I can also see
some synergies for this favour in the army book and I
think it is always useful to take.

Favour of Kuulima, Goddess of Envy
Attack Attribute - Melee Right before the battle (during step 7 of the Deployment Phase Sequence), if you
have one or more models with Favour of Envy, choose
2 units from the opponent’s Army List. If playing Warbands choose 1 unit instead. If playing Grand Armies
choose 3 units instead. Attacks from model parts with
this Favour must reroll failed to-hit rolls with attacks
allocated towards models in a chosen unit and against
Characters in the same unit as a chosen model.

Favour of Cibaresh, God of Lust
Universal Rule - Models with this Favour gain Strider.
Enemy units suffer -1 Offensive Skill for each opposing
unit in base contact with it that has at least one model
with this Favour.
Cibaresh’ followers are described as unnaturally
beautiful in the narrative. Luring townspeople off to
join in their lustful worship simply by their presence
in the area. Our main protagonist, Ilarion is tempted
by the warriors, but manages to avoid succumbing to
their beauty.

This favour is a little wordy. I would have liked them to
add the Warbands and Grand Armies as a footnote to
make the rule a bit more straightforward.
Nevertheless, it is clear what is being communicated
with this rule. The Followers of Envy are those who
seek the power and wealth of others and hate them
for it. Having reroll to hit against 2 units is reflective of
this hatred. It might have been more fitting to actually
have “Hatred” itself, but perhaps this would not be a
strong enough favour.

I feel that this hesitation and indecisiveness
would put you at a clear disadvantage when attacking an enemy with the favour of Cibaresh. This gift reflects very well the indecision of striking someone (or
something) so unnaturally beautiful and if surrounded or engaged with multiple instances, units or enemies of the same character, it would surely confuse
the mind further.
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Favour of Vanadra, Goddess of Wrath
Attack Attribute - Melee Attacks from model parts with
this Favour gains +1 Offensive Skill in the first Round
of Combat. Units with a majority of their models with
this Favour must reroll failed Charge Range rolls.

Favour of Sugulag, God of Greed
Attack Attribute - Melee Attacks from model parts
with this Favour gains Battle Focus (against Scoring).
Units that lose a combat while in base contact with a
non-Charging opposing model with this Favour lose
Scoring until the start of the next Player Turn.

This is perhaps one of the most useful Favours ingame. The Favour of Wrath is also very fitting to the
background. The Warriors of Vanadra are depicted as
vengeful and eager for battle. They have a strength of
will and prowess above the other warriors from the
rituals they undertake to prove themselves worthy.

The Favour of Greed Is probably my least favourite rule of the seven. I really like the first part of
the rule. Battle Focus against scoring reflects some
kind of greedy nature. If you imagine the objectives
as loot, chests of treasure, wealth or power; scoring
units are what capture these objectives.

Improved offensive skill in the first round reflects this
well without being as strong as +1 to hit. On the other hand, +1 to hit in the first round might have been
better. With high Offensive Weapon skill, the chosen
warriors of Wrath will likely be hitting most things on
a 3+ and +1 OWS rarely changes this to a 2+.

Therefore, it makes sense that the Followers of Sugalag would have reason to be focused on these foes.
On the other hand, I am not sure where the rules
team were going with the second part of the rule
with regards to background or gameplay. As we said
in the podcast, it is needlessly wordy and only works
in very specific situations (unless we have missed
something). The new “Hold the Center” objective in a
grind with Warriors of Greed could prove difficult for
instance. I think the favour would be fine with just the
battle focus.

Clearly the re-roll of charge range accurately portrays
their desire for vengeance.
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Favour of Nukuja, Goddess of Sloth
Universal Rule - Attacks against models with this Favour suffer -1 to wound. If a model with this Favour
Declares a Charge or performs a March Move, this
effect is lost until the start of its owner’s next Player
Turn.
The Goddess of Sloth and the stories associated with
her followers are some of the most interesting elements to the new Dark Gods Background.

This is reflected very well in the rules. Having -1 to
wound on your best units or characters is a huge
advantage. However, it comes at the cost of moving
slowly and not charging. It is very possible to out grind
your opponent with this favour. This longevity and inevitability of their survival has a strong connection to
the background to the Goddess of Sloth - At least if
they worship their Goddess by being slothenly.

When we discussed this on the podcast we agreed
that this was probably one of the coolest and most
interesting of the favours. It really gives character to
the nature of the Goddess. If you move slowly and do
next to nothing, you are blessed by your god. I guess
being lazy and sloth-like is a form of worship for these
warriors.
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Final Thoughts
From getting to grips with the background the Favours
of the Gods have been very heavily themed with the
background in mind. They all portray that worship of
the Gods gives you the power that you desire. For
instance, the favour of Envy allows you to re-roll to
hit against a chosen enemy unit. I.e. by being Envious
against the one “marked as worthy of envy” is a form
of worship and therefore the favour is given. It is the
same with many of the favours. By acting in a certain
way, by worshiping the chosen God, the gift is given.

Similarly, when he is “given” a chest of gold by the
Followers of Greed, the majority of the gold appears
to be iron once he decides not to take the money. We
don’t know if this was the intention of the warriors,
but it appears to me that the gold was transformed
once he made the decision.
Overall, the direction of the rules team to follow the
background closely, speaks of a game that will be
driven by the theme of each army book. This I see as
a positive. Immersion is a key element of the game.
When the rules follow the imagery of how we see
each unit and character it makes for a more interesting and characterful experience. I hope that we can
expect the forthcoming edition of books to add to the
character of their armies to the same extent as the
Warriors of the Dark Gods army book.

This relationship is explored in the background narrative with Ilarion. He is repeatedly tempted by each
of the delegations of the Dark gods. When he meets
the Followers of Gluttony, he entertains the warriors
and feasts with them. However, at the point which he
realises that he does not want to be a part of their
worship, his food turns to ash in his mouth.
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The Relationship Between the Dark Gods and their
Followers
At the start of the Warriors of the dark gods army
book we are confronted with an interesting idea.
There is a huge contrast in how people close to the
wasteland and people far away from it view the gods.
Illarion comes to Tatváros, intent on ruling it like any
other provincial town in Volskaya. However, he quickly discovers that, even though his relgious views are
not reciprocated by the local Volskaya. The dark gods
and their servants are not seen as something disgusting and vile, but there exists a symbiotic relationship
between them and the townspeople.

The stories throughout the Warriors of the Dark Gods
book do not portray them as single minded, bloodthirsty conquerors. Rather, they worship freedom,
individuality and glory, which inevitably leads them
into conflict with civilised nations. For example, when
a band of warrior knights do battle with a group of
dread elves the slaves of the elves are left completely
unharmed. The reason for this seems to be that the
dark gods only crave willing souls. Slaughter and wanton destruction may further their goals but what they
truly desire is for more people to dedicate themselves
to them, to sell their soul for power.

Tatváros is an Imperial town but there are temples to
the Dark Gods inside its walls. We get the impression
that some people inside the town worship the Dark
gods or at least that warriors who pass through worship at these temples.

Editor: Just to chip in here, in my opinion the Warriors
ignore the slaves because they are not worthy of their
attention. There is no glory to be gained by killing the
weak. This act will not further the warrior on the path
to the chosen, or the chosen on the path of immorOn the other hand, outsiders like Ilarion, and later the tality.
Prelate, Grassl, have the opposite point of view. They
assume the followers of the Dark Gods are invaders The dark gods gain the souls of their followers when
and worse, heretics. However, Ilarion soon under- the pact is sworn. The pact is a ritual performed by
stands that their motivations are somewhat different. someone who can summon a demon to take the new
Indeed, warbands of warriors seem to visit and trade warriors soul. In the book we see a group of cultists
with the town regularly. They are not viewed as hos- who summon a demon in an imperial city. Another
excerpt depicts a man who manages to call fourth a
tile by the townspeople.
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demon himself by sacrificing his son. When the pact
has been made, the followers fate has been sealed,
regardless if he succeeds or not. His soul is taken to
the Immortal world of Chaos beyond the Veil. The follower will either rejoin his soul as an exalted herald
or die and fail on his path. The price which is paid is
to be denied an afterlife in the Immortal realm with
whatever deity the warrior might have worshipped
previously. For the Warriors of the Dark Gods, death
is absolute.

However, the mighty fall the furthest. If on the cusp of
demon-hood a Doomlord were to fail, they might be
disfigured into a forsaken one. These are represented
in the rules as great beasts with unpredictable movement. They are truly mindless enough to only fight
with grinding attacks and to suffer from instability. To
progress on the path a warrior requires great deeds
and following the path of the warriors’ god. At first
when a warrior swears the pact he has not proven his
worth. The gods gift him with strength but he is not
truly favoured. Not before he rises above his fellows
In return the gods endow anyone who swears the to the rank of the chosen can he claim those rewards.
pact with super human strength and stature. It does This is represented in the rules by favours only being
not seem to matter if you are a man, woman, or in- available to special choices such as the Chosen.
deed a saurian, the gods gift anyone willing to take
the pact. Once on the path there is only one goal, the The Athar Saga speaks about the culmination of the
eventual ascension to immortality. However, there path where the prospective warriors are taken into
are several possible outcomes. The path to ascension the Immortal Realm to face the final trials. That story
has two paths, the path of the favoured and the path follows warriors of Kuulima, Godess of Envy. Naturally
of the exiled. Once a warrior strays from the path of there are two rivals facing each other. Only one can
the favoured by displeasing thier god, they are for- ascend, and one will be condemned to life as a forsaksaken. Once forsaken, the warrior is disfigured and is en one or wretched beast.
forced upon follow the path of the exiled.
The path of ascension is the main driving force of the
The path of the fallen may still lead to your eventual followers of the dark gods. Every warrior in their arascension, but here there are no second chances. If mies has this as their final goal. While they operate
the follower fails again they will become twice cursed together they understand that they are individuals
and twice disfigured; a wretched beast, mindless and in competition with each other. This is a clear theme
pitiful.
that runs throughout the book. The warriors follow
power but are as easily swayed by their individual desires and ambitions.
Many other creatures, or indeed barbarians seem to
follow the Dark Gods. It is in their nature rather than
of any notion of reward. The Feldraks form a society
of their own but are not worthy of the path in the
same way mortals are. It isn’t clear if they serve the
Warriors of the Dark Gods or if they simply follow
along because it furthers their own ends.
All in all the new warriors of the dark gods army book
paints an interesting picture of this faction and its
place in the world. It sets the stage for warrior armies
across many nations and sheds some light on their relationship with the civilised world.
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Article by Alfika & Story and Miniatures by Kapten Kluns

The past year the DL and WDG task teams have worked together with the design of the Favours of the Dark
Gods. Countless hours have been spent to get them right. In the end, there has been too many aspects to balance across too many entries. Some units had very opposite functions but were left with the same favour. For
example, in the Warriors of the Dark Gods, units and characters can buy any of the favours. In DL favours are
fixed to units and characters. This comes with additional natural restrictions on what the favours can contain.
While we were quite satisfied with the last version of the favours, it was not met with much joy from you in
community.
Both WDG and DL community viewed them as more
designed for the other. While this is often a good sign
of a compromise in negotiations, it is not the feeling
we would like to inspire. We want each army to not
feel ownership of their favours.
As such we felt we reached an end with the development of favours in this form. There were several
options on the table regarding how to proceed, but
most had been explored before and contained still
too many conflicting restrictions. In the end RT gave
the Demon Legion TT a choice to try to work up a new
version with WDG team or let go of favours and implement the feeling of favours into the core design of
each effected unit.
We took the decision to go with the latter. A total departure of the favours in DL. WDG will and has the
last month developed their favours to suit themselves
more rather than be usable for both armies. The Demon Legion Army book will incorporate aspects of
these favours, but tailor them to how we want the
units and characters to work.
Alfika
ADT of WDG and DL Task Teams, DL Team Leader and
Coordinator of common designs between WDG and
DL task teams.

There has been a constant disturbance
in The Veil. For over a year we have
tried to contain it, control it; channel
it. But in the end, it has burst free.
It has caused another tear in the veil.
And we all know all too well what hellish nightmares come with such events.
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Story: Schulman’s Bane
Slumber
Torn between currents within my own mind. Shapes,
colors and memories passed me by. As a man of my
stature I felt no fear. From my studies I recognized the
patterns as nothing more than a dream, because I am
Melchior Schulman! A man of magic and a master of
the arts if you were to ask.

However, how should I describe the veiled sensation?
Something was different from my past experiences. I
felt watched and measured. Even if I knew that it was
all but a dream, the immense pressure and presence
that I felt rising seemed to be produced from nothing
more but a book. The simple tome had appeared before me in my dreams. There was nothing fancy about
it. A crumbling leather cover contained haggard torn
pages. But it had appeared, and whether I would have
wanted it or not the old tome was all that stood before me. Suddenly I was torn from my slumber by a
loud lightning crack. My pulse raced and I laid there
cold and sweaty. Exhausted I turned on my side to
try and calm myself but what caught my eye took my
breath away as I dared not make a sound.
The book. It was still with me! It appeared to have
followed me from that cursed dream to my very own
reality, and it must have! Because it laid before me on
my dusty old night table. Or had it been placed there
by someone while I was asleep?
I should have gotten rid of the blasted thing, but alas I
did not. My curiosity was to be my undoing, or maybe
it was my greed?
Discovery
The tome was to be my bane, or maybe I am solely to
blame. I would not fault the fire if I were to walk into
it by my own free will. But I was greedy. During those
late hours when I knew I was alone I opened and
read the ancient pages under the flickering light of a
single candle. The contents were complex and mind
boggling. Never before had I read anything like it and
what startled me most was that it was nonsensical.
From what I have learned throughout my many years
of study and my many years teaching at the academy,
this book seemed to contradict it all. The tome whispered about its dark secrets and I bathed in it. It spoke
about freedom of choice, about power and eternal
life. All for the taking.
The more I read the more I understood. This was an
opportunity but I had to be clever. This was foul magic
that might conceal the malevolent intents of a being
beyond the veil. This discovery was at the tips of my
fingers! The true name of a creature of power was
now at my disposal.
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Power
The necessary preparations were made and I was
sure my calculations were correct. I had followed and
interpreted the texts and it had led me to the northern part of our beloved Empire.
There laid the ruins of a time before our proud nation. Once the stones underneath my feet had been
cleaned, an eight-pointed star was revealed to the
pale light of a full moon. The first time this arcane
glyph had seen light in Sunna knows how long. This
is when the reality what I had planned caught up to
me. I was going to enslave a demon and its name was
Brorthramon. Described by the tome as The Red Fury.
One of the great behemoths of the Wrath-God, Vanadra the Adversary.

A Fools End
The incantation was long and my courage was wavering. However, I steeled my resolve and continued on
into the night. Once the last word left my tongue, the
silence once again reigned eternal. It felt like hours
passed by in what must have been moments. Yet
nothing was happening! Had I done anything wrong,
or had my translations of the ancient pages been incorrect? Whatever the reason, I felt an anger rising
within me, I had spent all this time for naught!
But something was happening. Once I recognized the
sound all my muscles tensed and I knew that I had
not failed. The incantation had been a success and my
price was being delivered to me.
“Brorthramon! I, Melchior Schulman bind you to my
will, your red fury is now mine!”

The creature I had prepared, a simple lamb would not
be enough to summon such a foul beast from across
the veil. But the blood would be enough to draw its Simultaneously, the lambs heart twitched a beat.
gaze. I had planned to bargain my soul to the Adver- After another moment it pulsed again, Stringer this
sary; risky I know! If Brorhramon would take my bait time. Remnants of blood squirted out of the aorta.
I would use its true name and would thus force it
through the veil. In its weakened form, I could ensure
to enslave it and siphon its powers for myself without
paying the ultimate price.
The knife cut deep into the flesh of the lamb and with
great effort I pulled the still beating heart from its
chest. I placed it in the plate within the center of the
star. An offering of purity to the foul powers present
that night. The only thing that could be heard was my
own demanding voice and the incantation that echoed throughout the night.
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The small piece of flesh started to glow red and an ear
deafening heartbeat shook me to my core. The heart
levitated upwards silhouetting against the brightness
of the moon. It began to change shape, growing at an
alarming speed until limbs burst from all sides.
Noise, fire and smoke forced me to my knees. From
the flaming abyss before me, a voice reverberated
through my skull:
“What do you offer me in equivalent exchange for my
service?”
The beast did not seem to understand. I had no intention of buying its power. It was mine and I was going
to take it! Mustering my courage, I shouted into the
raging torrent of magical fire:
“Everything that you are now belongs to me. And I
want it all!”
The towering beast laughed mockingly. “So be it.”
His deep voice rumbled. What I had failed to understand was that I was not alone with the monstrosity.
Another presence made itself known and it was one
that had been with me this whole time. It was laid
only feet before my shivering body. The tome I had
brought, its pages fluttering in the magical energy
emanating from the Demon. Visions flickered before
my eyes.
book had been nothing but a farce to lure me into
selling my soul without any leverage, so the Demon
of Greed could let loose the summoned beast. The
only problem is that it demanded not only my soul,
but everything for that power, and I mean everything!
The demon set itself to devour whatever I held dear
within this mortal realm. Whether it succeeded or not
was but a battle against time. It would take what it
could before the veil dragged it back by force. It would
not be stopped by mortal hands. Only the force of
Cosmos itself would have stood a chance against it.
At once I understood. The book had been a cohort of So, my life and my soul were devoured. Brorthramon
greed and its true intentions was to use me to bring ravaged the lands that stood before it in the hunt of
this behemoth into the mortal realm. Terror struck my that of which I held dear. All because that was the
very essence. My voice stuck in my throat and I cow- price I was willing to pay for its power.
ered in fear.
Thus ends the story of Melchior Schulman, the fool
Out of the smoke, a cloven hoof several times my that succumbed to greed in his quest for power.
own size came down upon me. I had failed to grasp
the demon’s question. It had asked if I were willing
to pay the price for its power. The contents of the
Images of the past months of dedicated studying
flowed like a waterfall, this time without the veil that
had clouded my judgement. There had never been a
book to begin with, only the twisted and malevolent
body of something tiny and twisted. I saw it all. A Demon of Greed had whispered its secrets in my ears.
It had led me astray and drawn enough magical energies to sustain itself. The book was nothing more
than a medium for this being and it had lied to me and
sown a seed of greed within my very soul.
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OGRE KHANS
If there were ever large numbers of ogres in Vetia, they were
dislodged by the elder empires of the Golden Age. It is said that
ogres consider their true home to be the great rolling grasslands that
cover the vastness of central Augea: a mighty Steppe of which only a
tiny portion - the Makhar - remains this side of the Wasteland.
Before the Wasteland's creation, however, it is known that the
ogres once ruled a giant empire, perhaps the largest in history, spanning
the greater part of Augea and Vetia, united under their famed
Qenghet Khan - though records indicate it later fractured into five
still-enormous kingdoms. The two westernmost were hardest hit by
the Ages of Ruin and the Inferno, with the survivors uniting under
the legendary hero-saviour Tsanas, who (according to myth) lead his
people to the mountain fortress where they finally defeated the plague
of daemons unleashed by the magical conflagration. A troubled history,
to be sure, but nevertheless a source of great pride among the tribes
we see today.
Your magnificent excellency,
The ogres are mercenaries, plain and simple. They may not seek out
violence if there is no need (war costs money), but neither will they
hesitate to employ it to secure their trade interests. Their existence in the
mountains, where nothing grows, depends on a monopoly of the wealth
that travels through them. Any substance that moves east or west in this
world - unless it takes the Steel Road - incurs the ogre tithe. Many
are the great leaders of Sagarikadesha who have attempted to move their
goods past or around the mountains without negotiating - all have lost in
blood what they would not pay in gold.

I did not ask to be or
phaned, and neither
did I seek
the generosity of the
khans. In hindsight,
it was an
act of stunning mag
nanimity to take in th
is helpless
human child and rais
e her as one of their
own. I
have spent my life w
ith the ogres, whom
yo
u call
barbarians, learning
their proud and anci
ent customs.
Almost everything
you believe about th
em is either
fabrication or exagge
ration.
For example, there
is not one ogre cultu
re but
two. Those numerou
s tribes who continue
to live
the nomadic lives of
their ancient ancest
ors on
the steppe, and thos
e who embraced the
legacy of
Tsanas, fortifying th
e mountains to domin
ate the
trade that passes th
rough them on the S
ilk
Road.
The difference is en
ormous - everything
from
religion to economic
s changes when you
leave the
mountain for the step
pe, and yet most hum
ans prefer
to remain ignorant of
any nuance.

From "Coming of Age in Nyetsan"

Letter to Amara Nayar,
Raja of the Chungsar
kingdom in Sagarika

If you seek to avoid these wretched middlemen, there is only one option
- and that is to pay up for an ocean voyage departing the southern ports.
Even this brings risk of reprisal if the ogres catch wind - and the
Highborn leverage their control of the seas no less ruthlessly than the
khans do that of the land. Remember that the Khaganate founded by
Bayalag, which ruled Sagarika for several centuries, was originally
intended simply to ensure the continued use of his trade routes. It is
not beyond the realms of possibility that we could see another Sagarikan
khanate in our lifetimes.
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, by Pascaline Ca illat

Sacred is the mountain
with seven stones. Umi!
Seven tuskers we
offered up, Umi!
We ask for a rain, Umi!
We ask for a feast, Umi!
i!
We are your children, Um
We feed our mouths, Umi!
We feed our souls, Umi!
Let life be fine. Umi!

Litany to Umi, commonly recited in
rituals or when passing sacred places

Yeah, I worked the silk
road. It's true what the
y say:
never be in debt to an
ogre. I've seen men left
to die
on freezing mountainsid
es because their legs...w
ell, they
weren't just broken. It
's not just the money.
Ogres really
bloody hate debt, any deb
t. Once offered an ogre
on my
caravan a sip from my hip
flask, and he insisted on
giving me
a coin for it - this was
a guy I was pals with. St
ill, they're
good blokes, most of the
m, once you get to kno
w them
and you don't owe the
m anything. Never laughe
d so hard as
round an ogre campfire.
Another time, the big ma
n - khan, they call 'em
- who was
protecting our convoy,
he was getting trouble
from a rival,
this other tribe trying
to muscle in on his turf.
The way
they told it, our guy tra
ded him a crate of firewo
od, and hid
a sack of gemstones ins
ide. The other khan was
so ashamed
at having accidentally tak
en this debt, he threw
himself off
a cliff. You think I'm ma
king it up, but you've nev
er met a
mountain ogre. Wonderful
, crazy bastards they
are.

Interview with
an ex-trader

uca He wished me to accept the services of the Sons of Gla
in his
a mercenary company known to employ ogres. I laughed
but I
face. They may be the finest fighters in all of Arcalea,

t of
will not have savages in my employ! Ogres are the wors
in
barbarians. Brutish, nasty, fat. They spend their lives
til the
tents, rolling in mud, stuffing their faces with raw meat
ibals,
juices course down their own corpulescence. They’re cann
gods
every one of them, and man-eaters too. They have no
bag
and care for no fine thing in this world beyond their next
were
of gold, feast or rut. I would not work with ogres if they
the last living creatures in this realm or the next.

The diary of youn g noblewoman Delfina Rosini
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SYLVAN ELVES
The sylvan elves, who call themselves Trewi, are now known to be far more
widespread than originally thought. Though their power is undoubtedly centred
on Wyscan, there are many different tribes and cultures of faerie folk found
across the forests and jungles of the world, and it is unclear to what extent
they are connected. It is theorised that they can travel great distances by
magic linking these woodland realms. Many are the tales of a terrible
mist that appears from nowhere, often leaving death in its wake - or
vanished children and livestock. Those to whom I spoke could offer no
explanation except that the spirit of the forest had a vengeful lust.
Other stories feature corpses peppered with arrows of unknown
provenance, be they beast, orc, dwarf or human, but always the
same look of confused fear on their faces.
year,
he King and Queen barely move for much of the
forthe
of
will
nor do they oft speak. Their will is the
laws - the
est, their programmes art the seasons and their
: supernal
world
laws of nature. Tis a thing unique unto this
heart does
beings that ruleth over mortals. In Wyscan's
the Realm
of
r
there lie some fey source of th'eternal powe
near. And
Beyond; the which sustaineth them while they art
hunts, to
yet sometimes they depart: the King on great
unto her
claim his trophies mighty, and the Queen to tend
the
upon
lost
gardens of the world. Thereafter, they are
summoned.
Veil - returning again, it is hoped, when they art

T

the civilised,
Not knowing well good the sophistication of
content
doth
i
nor the learnings of th'enlightened, the Trew
rulers. Their
themselves with these uncouth, yet potent
primitive
were
concerns hark unto a simpler time, when all
under the
and savage. Their greatest foes art those fallen
e and
loath
Gods of Darkness; in equal measure do they
Trewi carspurn the saurian disciples of order pure. The
t songs
oldes
rieth the deepest memories of the Dawn, the
t even than
of our kin, half-glimpsed knowledge more ancien
pity: their
great
that of the masters of Canrac Tower. Oh
simpleton minds can fathom not how to use it.

Cold Blood

Waves as tall as sky,
Mountains in the wind,
Light that burns and breaks
And then came cold blood.

No people did they scorn,
Vengeance bright as flame,
Gave sanctuary as prison
And did it in cold blood.

Account from a Highborn journal.

Oh bring harmony ye gods
Balance to their wrath

We will tend these gardens
always,
And protect them from cold
blood.
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Interpretation of a sylvan
“Ritual of Blades”, found
in a book of poems among
looted Highborn treasures.

ght the forest was nothing but
I'm not from around here - thou
enough to be afraid. Sill, could
a plain old forest. Didn't know well
, cos there weren't no sound
hear my hear t like a beating drum
there was something in the air
or movement in the trees. But
r what felt like years I finally
that I couldn’t right describe. Afte
and closer, til I realised it was the
heard something. It got closer
ed to come from everywhere at
sound of heavy hooves. It seem
I was paralysed, stood waiting for
once, echoing around the forest.
Then it stopped, and I turned and
the gods know what to happen.
s, ridden by tall men and women
saw the most beautiful creature
k they were men – there weren't
holding long spears. Least I thin
ed right past me. I was so
no expressions on their faces. Look
must have hit my head, because
shocked I stumbled forwards and
a
around and I’m in the middle of
the next thing I know I came
some time to find the nearest pub.
field. And I tell you, it took me

Overheard in a tavern near Aschau.

Transcript: Peer Review of
The Forest Spirits Paper by
Herr Gottlieb

We do have some sources of information about the Trewi, including
the ancient knowledge of the Highborn, or the testimony of those who
have survived captivity, as in the celebrated case of Thomas the Bard.
We know that they have a rudimentary economy based not on money
or barter, but gifting. They live as closely with nature as possible, and
demonstrate no social distinction between genders. They have a highly
developed calendar quite alien to our own. Within Wyscan, we also
know of a class system, ranked as nobles, scholars and commoners.
Some groups, such as the fearsome Blade Dancers and Wild Huntsmen
operate outside of this system.

By all accounts, the sylvan elves are also unique architects, building
their homes for function, beauty, and defence. Called groves, they are
woven from trees and clinging plants. Druids and others from the
scholarly class patiently encourage the boughs and branches to develop
into the forms they desire. These “buildings” move and
grow with nature; the grandest constructs, normally
occupied by the elite or set aside for ceremonial
purposes, are also the oldest.
Dated: 05 . 07 . 961

Imperial College of Natural
Sciences, Grand Hall

Herr Gottlieb:

Gentlemen, there is no longer any doubt that the so-called Tree Spirits
are
real creatures. Accounts of their activities are too numerous to deny. It
falls
to our esteemed company today to determine what nature of beast they are.
I
believe them to be kin to the woodland elves, the child-stealers and guardia
ns
of Wyscan. I have heard that the faerie folk themselves hold the living
trees
to be their own ancestors. I propose these “spirits” are little more than
the
most ancient of the long-lived elven race, who have been so long among the
foliage that they have merged with-

Herr Eisenberg:

Preposterous! Do not listen to this ignorant nincompoop! I have researc
hed
the matter extensively, having obtained no fewer than four specimens from
Wyscan itself! I can tell you conclusively: the Tree Spirits hail from
the
Immortal Realm. We know that people and things can be possessed
by the
denizens of that land beyond the Veil – here they have merely inhabited
the
bodies of trees and thickets, turning themselves to living creatures. I submit
they were bound to our Realm in one of the great cataclysms of eons past,
and have since become one with the forests of their birth.
~ Pg 1 ~
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ARMY SHOWCASE: SYLVAN ELVES

Article by Arrahed

Many years ago, when the forest was young and my pocket money was sparse, I fell in love with the idea of an
army of woodland elves. An army without pronounced physical strength, or the help of technology; fighting
off the forces of evil. However, at this time the 6th edition of Warhammer Fantasy Battles was introduced.
The number of required models to play a game skyrocketed. The non-rereleased factions were prohibitively
expensive to get into.
Growing up in a somewhat rural area without access
to dedicated shops for war-gaming supplies, I dropped
the idea quickly. Unfortunately, this was not until
I had bought a few of those awful mono-pose plastic archers (Editor – I had 40 of those at one point!)!
Instead, I dedicated myself to the Wood Elves newly
released darker cousins, but always wondering how
great it would be to build and paint an army of forest
dwellers. Not that my painting skills were any good
back then.

Building an army suitable for T9A games is a daunting task. There are the obvious challenges of painting,
which not everyone enjoys. But for a game like the
9th Age, without a dedicated company providing support for the whole range of possible units, finding the
appropriate models alone can be challenging. Luckily, I have always enjoyed searching the internet for
the perfect model, or just browsing for inspiration. In
that regard, the 9th Age has been a revelation to me.
No longer would I need to worry about convincing
my opponent that my models from third party manIt was not until a few months before the birth of the ufacturers are allowed. I could use whatever models
9th Age project that I would pick up that thought I liked. And because I enjoy the army building part of
again. I was out of the whole tabletop hobby for sev- the hobby that much, I will include into this article a
eral years due to shifting interests, studying for col- list of all the models shown and enough information
lege exams, moving to a new city, etc. Also, for the to find them easily.
first time in years, money wasn‘t as tight anymore,
and so I decided to finally fulfill my childhood dream Something else that some hobbyists may find pecuof a Wood Elves army. Stumbling upon the 9th Age, a liar is the fact that not all my Sylvan Elves are elves!
place where my hobby dreams could come true. My Some of them are human, recognizable by their
Elves finally found a home and the seed of inspiration bushy beards. The reason for that is twofold. First, I
like the models. And if I like a model, I will find a way
was planted.
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to incorporate it into my army. Second, I never really
could identify with the somewhat xenophobic colors
in which Sylvan Elves (and Wood Elves before them)
are painted. In my view Sylvan Elves are about living
in symbiosis with their surroundings. And if that surrounding includes humans, I find it very believable
that they work together to benefit each other.
To be a little bit more specific: the role of Blade Dancers will be played by a group of spear-wielding human
warriors. Similarly, the role of Pathfinders will also be
played by humans. Unfortunately, both units are still
work-in-progress, and cannot be shown here except
for the Blade Dancer Chieftain.

Another thing I like to do while building an army is
finding center pieces – big models that inspire stories,
giving an army character. For my Sylvan Elves army,
the first such model was the beautiful Tree Lady model from Ultraforge. With her kneeling pose and serene
facial expression, there is something deeply moving
about her. Some great tragedy must have brought her
to the battlefield. She doesn’t seem to act out of spite
or anger. She clearly has other motivations.
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In the end I decided to center my whole army background around her and her motivations. In my army
the model does not represent a Treefather (although
I do field her as a Treefather rule-wise). She is in fact
the soul of a powerful Druidess that has been bound
to an ancient tree. The binding was performed as a
desperate attempt to trap and immobilize a Courtesan of Lust. The endeavor was not entirely successful.
Instead of trapping the Demon inside the tree where
it could be guarded, the Demons’ and Druidess’ soul
were forged together in an eternal union. A union
that is now an unending struggle for control.

The fusion merged Tree, Druidess and Demon; ever
shifting forms and motivations, never knowing which
part is currently dominating. And while the above picture clearly shows her elven roots, there are times
when the Demon within finds its way to the surface.
When this occurs, serenity and sadness is replaced
with viciousness and evil cunning.
The Elves of my army are struggling with their very nature. Their cultural believe is centered around the inevitability of death and the necessity of making peace
with mortality. But the creature here is neither dead
nor alive. Even if they would accept the mortality of
their beloved Druidess, they are constantly forced to
engage with her to mitigate the potential disasters
looming over that creature’s head. As a result, the Elven Host is following the Spirit’s twisted path in an
attempt to mitigate disaster. They must find a way to
end the threat as well as the suffering of the Druidess’
24

soul in this unholy union. The human allies are also
bound by oath and deed to the tortured soul of the
druidess. The druidess sacrificed herself to trap the
Demon who was on the edge of destroying them, so
now they serve her in her current form.
I think this army background is specific enough to tell
engaging stories (even if they exist only in my head)
but also general enough to fit into the non-specific
9th Age setting.
The rest of my army is centered around two closely related kindreds. The green-brown Forest Guardians and the blue-green Forest Rangers. Both color
schemes fit together well, creating a unified feel on
the tabletop, but also provide enough variety to remain visually dynamic. The Forest Guardian kindred
includes the more regular troops, like the Forest
Guard themselves, the archers, and the Heath Rider
units. The Forest Ranger kindred includes some more
specialized units such as the Rangers and the Briar
Maidens.
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Of course, there are also several models I simply included because I like them, or because I wanted the
option to field them. One of my favorite models is
the character on a Giant Elk and the Druidess from
Mierce Miniatures. In my experience, a very significant part of a model’s overall look depends on the
base. I think it is always worth it to invest a few extra
minutes to create something that makes the model
stand out. Even the most impressive character model
drowns when placed in between rank and file models
if there is nothing that draws the eyes to them. The
most straightforward way to achieve that is to elevate
the model somehow. A tree trunk, a large boulder, or
similar is perfect for this.

When looking for somewhat extravagant models to
represent your army, there is a significant chance that
they will clash with the rules at some point. I had this
issue when building my Kestrel Knight units. I was never a big fan of the Games Workshop models and they
are long out of production. Instead, I bought several
models of Eagle and owl-riding elves that are much
too large to be ranked up neatly.
The models are excellent, but a little awkward to fit
on 40x40mm bases due to stability problems. I decided to solve the issue by building some unconventional movement trays. Luckily, the size of a skirmishing
three model unit on 40x40mm bases plus the appropriate frame for the model spacing adds up to the
same size as three 50x50mm bases. Additionally, I
replaced the center model by a piece of terrain modeled right onto the movement tray. That way I could
place one model left of the terrain, and one to the
right, resulting in a nice and coherent looking unit
with correct measurements for gaming purposes Unfortunately, the current rule set invalidated my Kestrel
models, but I remain hopeful that Kestrels will regain
the option to skirmish in the near future.
There are also cases where I was not able to find a
model I like to represent a unit that I want to use. One
such example is the Thicket Beasts. I always liked them
conceptually, but again disliked the Games Workshop
sculpts. Sometimes, the best strategy in a situation
like that is to wait. I was recently rewarded for my patience, at least partly due to the rise of the 9th Age.
Many new small model manufacturers have appeared
and are making some awesome models! One of them
is Rotten Factory whom I stumbled upon in the 9th
Age forums. While mostly focused on Warriors of
the Dark Gods related models, they also have begun
to make Sylvan Elves models. On their online shop I
found these amazing Thicket Beast models.
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The unit consists of five unmodified models, and a
converted champion model that I usually use as a
Thicket Sheppard. Due to the size of the models, and
the way they are positioned relatively close to each
other, I decided to give the Sheppard model some additional height to make it stand out.
I did that by extending the short branches at the neck
of the model with green stuff. I also added a small owl
model from the Dryad kit by Games Workshop to give
the model a more unique look, and the option to add
a few more colors in a believable way. To emphasize
the increased combat capabilities of the character, I
decided to also add a weapon-like extension to the
left forearm. The blade is made from green stuff with
a larger ratio of the blue part to increase its hardness.
I made a flat piece and then cut it into shape. After
it was dry, the edge was filed to a give the illusion of
sharpness. Then some root-like details were added
with green stuff as a transition to the arm.

Finally, there is the Dragon. I will admit that mine is a
little bit over-the-top. But it is a Dragon, so it must be
big. I added a 32mm scale humanoid in front of him
to show the true size of the beast. Except for transport issues, the model is quite easy to play with. Since
most of its size is vertical, it very rarely collides with
other models on the table top. The model is also excellently balanced, and does not fall over easily.

Of course, my hobby activities are not limited to Sylvan Elves. And while this army showcase is focused on
them, I am also working on several other army projects. I will end this showcase with a small sneak-peak
into my next painting project which will be accompanied by a detailed hobby blog in the T9A forums.
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Model

Conversions

Manufacturer

Forest King

Axe replaced with spear. Face filed down and modified with mask from
Wild Riders kit.

Body: Loratham, the Lost and Then Found by Enigma
Miniatures.
Spear: Nomad Prince by Games Workshop.
Head: Wild Riders by Games Workshop.

Human Chieftain

Not converted.

Eormanræd, cant forthain on foot by Mierce
Miniatures.

Tree Lady

Stone in hand cut off from a Microarts Studio temple base.

Treewoman by Ultraforge Miniatures.
Stone by Microarts Studios.

Demonic Tree Lady

Base decorated with left-over parts from Ultraforge Tree Lady. Vines
added to leg with Green Stuff.

Avatar of Shaah by Raging Heroes.

Chieftain BSB

Spear replaced with Banner from Wild Riders kit.

Body: Nomad Prince by Games Workshop.
Banner: Wild Riders kit by Games Workshop.

Chieftain with Great
Weapon

Not converted.

Waystrider by Games Workshop.

Heath Riders

Not converted.

Glade Rider kit by Games Workshop. (oop)

Forest Rangers

Not converted.

Wildwood Ranger kit by Games Workshop.

Wild Hunter on Elk

Banner replaced with Spear from Wild Riders kit.
Cape modelled with Green Stuff.

Body and mount:
Leofwen, fane-bearer of dēra on great hart by Mierce
Miniatures.
Spear: Wild Riders kit by Games Workshop.

Druid with Spear

Sword replaced with Spear from Glade Riders kit.

Body: Brynhild Gunnblindi, Gythja of Hrafnen by
Mierce Miniatures.
Spear: Glade Riders kit by Games Workshop. (oop)

Owl Rider

Not converted.

Elf Sorceress on Giant Owl by Cool Mini or Not.

Giant Eagle Rider

Not converted.

Female Elf on Great Eagle by Cool Mini or Not.

Thicket Beasts

Not converted.

Thicket Beasts by Rotten Factory.

Thicket Sheppard

Branches extended with Green Stuff. Blade modeled with Green Stuff.
Owl from Dryad kit.

Body: Thicket Beast by Rotten Factory.
Owl: Sylvaneth Dryad kit by Games Workshop.

Dragon

Saddle covered with Ivy.
Rider replaced with archer model.

Dragon: Winged War Dragon by Andrea Miniatures.
Rider: The Signal by Darksword Miniatures.

Briar Maidens

Not converted.

Sisters of the Thorn by Games Workshop

Forest Guard

Not converted.

Eternal Guard by Games Workshop

Treefather

Head repositioned

Sylvaneth Treelord by Games Workshop

Dryads

Not converted.

Sylvaneth Dryads by Games Workshop

Kestrel Knights

Not converted.

Giant Eagles by Gamezone Miniatures.

Sylvan Sentinels

Not converted.

Glade Guard by Games Workshop.

Forest Eagles

Not converted.

Skycutters by Games Workshop.

Wild Hunter Chieftain
on Horseback

Sword replaced with spear made from brass rod, sword from Eternal
Guard kit, and vines/feathers added with Green Stuff.

Body and mount: Sáthach, Ríonfénnid on Horse by
Mierce Miniatures.
Spearhead: Eternal Guard by Games Workshop.
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Long since had the forest taken back what was rightfully owned. The ruins of the forgotten village were covered with trees and roots, and the invigorating smell of unspoiled
nature was in the air. A warm and gentle sun just rose upon the overgrown hillside.
Lyvian sat on a rock, taking his breakfast. The lightly built elf stretched his legs and
turned his closed eyes towards the sunlight, relishing this short moment of peace.
He sensed a slight vibration in the ground. Horses in the distance. For two weeks they
had followed the path of the druid, and yet nobody knew whether she was still herself or
lost to the demonic essence deep within her.
In one fluid motion Lyvian rotated to his feet as the riders approached. “The human
city at the forest’s edge is on fire.” Spoke one of the riders as he reigned in his steed.
“Something must have attacked in the night.”
Never before had the druid attacked a city of mankind and Lyvian was doubtful the
destruction was her doing. Nevertheless, if the demon had taken control, the city would
have suffered. A fiery death would be merciful in contrast.
“The venerable lady was not near the city,” another scout reported as he trotted up by
the first. “But she’s close.”
Within moments the elves had broken their camp and resumed tracking their ward. Lyvian moved swiftly through the forest. He could see traces of something large that had
recently come this way. The elf instinctually loosened his bow and drew the first arrow
from his quiver. He halted, turning his head to the side. A heart-rending scream like a
wild animal, twisted in pain could be heard in the distant glade. What did she do?
Who could tell whether it was the druid filled with Cadaron’s holy anger or the demon
in its unholy thirst for blood. When Lyvian and the other scouts approached the small
clearing, they saw the gigantic tree knelt amidst a massacre of bloodly flesh, mangled
fur and broken bones. She had come upon the stragglers of a Beast Herd. Their young
and infirm. And she had massacred them all. The forest was soaked with blood. Innocent
blood, Lyvian thought. As far as these brutal beasts can be innocent.
He felt cold. His bewildered mind not able to grasp what his eyes told him so mercilessly
to be true. Was this his mistress or the manic Demon she was bound to? The ritual had
taken its toll on all of them, yet he knew the druidess that was now symbiotic within the
form of the ancient oak was paying dearly for her sacrifice.
Lyvian gathered himself. More noise was coming through the trees; loud and furious
cries, snarls and snorts. The Herd. Coming back from their raid on the city of men.
They were everywhere. They burst out of the undergrowth, ready to avenge their families. Lyvian drew his bow. For one grievous heartbeat he thought back to the peaceful
morning that might have been his last.
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SUNDERING OF THE GIANT ISLES

Article by Paul Godbold

The Sundering of the Giant Isles will be a three-part feature for the 9th Scroll in the next coming editions. Tony
and Paul from the Fantasy Wargaming Podcast have been looking at alternative ways of playing 9th Age.
They have begun a mini narrative campaign which can serve as an expansion to the current scenarios or just
a way to give more meaning and character to your games.
In this article, we will be introducing a new scenario which fits with our narrative. Whilst the current scenarios are balanced and effective during a tournament, it is nice to have a number of alternatives to choose from
when playing a relaxed game with your friend, chum, buddy, pal or whipping boy!
Carnage in the Valley of Wrath
Scenario Special Rules
In the Valley of Wrath, only the damage caused to
your opponent counts towards your Battle Points. It
is all about causing carnage to your opponent whilst
trying to minimise damage to your own forces; something that is hard to do given their sudden inclination
for blood lust!
Setting Up Your Game
Both players choose an army as per the normal restrictions. The size of game can be changed should
the players agree (this will alter the Victory Point table so percentage values have been given with 4500
points being used as an example).
Deploy terrain as normal and use the rules for Frontline Clash in the main rule book with the following
changes.
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Roll off for table sides. The player who chose sides
will then deploy their entire army first. This deployment is in secret and the other player should leave
the room/area whilst their opponent completes their
deployment, deploys scouts (in the controlling players half only) and moves vanguards. They then cover
their force with a blanket (or place something across
the middle of the table) so that their opponent is unable to see where their forces are deployed.
The remaining player then deploys their army in full,
again in secret from their opponent, deploying scouts
and moving vanguards.
Roll for first turn and then remove the blanket/obstruction to reveal the armies! (An alternative is for
both players to draw a map of the battlefield, note
where their armies will be deployed (including deploying scouts and moving vanguards), roll for first
turn and then deploy your armies as per the maps).
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The Shattered Sea and the
islands surrounding it are quite
inhospitable.
For
generations
Giants and their tribes have been
the only inhabitants. The Valley of
Wrath is an area upon one of these
such islands where these humongous
humanoids settle their disputes.
This blood-soaked boneyard, legend
has it, is frequented by the dreaded
Goddess Vanadra. The valley is a
place of vengeance and death and
therefore Vanadra has a power here
which is not contested by that of
the Cosmos. Therefore, the veil that
prevents Chaos from entering the
mortal realm is particularly thin in
the Valley of Wrath.
A red fog submerges the bottom of the
valley and those who dare to wander
too far into the mist find themselves
lost to thoughts of vengeance and
the Goddess’ desires for bloodshed.

Scenario Special Rules
Due to the deployment rules, it is possible (and therefore, acceptable) for units to vanguard/scout within
the normal allowed ranges. Be aware that the player
who goes first may not charge with units that used
vanguard or scout special rules (as per the normal
rules).

Victory Conditions
To decide the winner, use the table below instead of
the table found in the main rulebook. Do not compare scores; only the victory points you have taken
from your opponent count towards your score (it is
possible for both players to score high/low!). Don’t
forget to note the Secondary Objectives.

All units have the special rule Frenzy and Battle Focus.
If a unit already has Battle Focus, it gets an extra hit
on a to hit roll of a 5+. This effects models with the
‘Harnessed’ special rule too!
No unit/model may charge, shoot or use magic further than 15” in the first turn.
The game lasts for six turns.
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For generations the Von Burgs have ruled over the county Burgland and the backwater regional capital of
Burgville. From the outside, this appears a sleepy and secluded area of the Empire of Sonnstahl where the only
danger comes from the infrequent incursions of undead.
However, things are not all as they seem. The Von
Burgs are a family at war. The current Duke, Gunter
Von Burg, harbours the knowledge that his great
grandfather’s younger brother once tried to overthrow the rightful Duke. A gluttonous and ambitious
beast of a man, Varg Von Burg had an unquestionable thirst for power which led him down a dark path.
When his attempted revolt faltered, he openly declared his intention to enact his revenge and take control of the family estate. With his defeat, he fled into
the dark woods surrounding the eastern fringe of the
county.
Ten years passed in relative tranquillity before Varg
appeared again in Burgland ahead of a vast horde
of undead. Varg, now transformed into a creature of
darkness, was foiled once more. The skilful command
of his older brother and the stubbornness of Burgland’s state troops along with their well-maintained
fortifications ensured the victory.
For three subsequent generations, the Von Burg family have battled to hold Varg ‘The Beast’ at bay through
a combination of defensive fortifications and warning
beacons. As a result, the population have been able
to thrive despite the constant risk.
Now all is at risk. Rumours of the red mists of the
Giant Isles have led to a rush of adventurers and opportunists hunting for power. Recent reports say that
The Beast is seeking the Isle with darker intentions. It
is believed he intends to lead his court of necromancers to the isle to seek out the Valley of Bones. Varg
would then return to Burgville with a host of reanimated giants able to shatter the ancient defences and
finally seize the lands he has sought for so long.
Gunter Von Burg, therefore sprang into action against
his great uncle. Leaving his walls behind, he has followed Varg across the great ocean to finally vanquish
the vampire, or to die trying.w
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Paul: Tony and I played the game using the new scenario with our armies of Empire of Sonnstahl and
Vampire Covenant. We agreed on 4000pts per army,
focusing on the narrative. The intention is to then
build on this with a series of games in the Giant Isles
over several months, introducing a new scenario each
time.
Tony: As mentioned, this is the first of a series of
games set in the Giant Isles. It’s a mini campaign
based on three linked games. By adding some continuity in the armies and adding a linked narrative with
custom scenarios, the feel of 9th Age games becomes
much less competitive and more hobby-oriented.
Before commencing, we talked through our plan for
the games. We kept it to two players and three games
because we have previously struggled to complete
large map based multi-player campaigns. We came
up with a format with the first games victor getting a
small bonus (100 points) in the campaign finale. The
second game will offer a small bonus to deployment.
The final campaign game will be something different
to normal with custom rules. But that can wait for
Part 3!
We wanted a narrative aspect to the games and a reason why the armies were clashing. The Giant Isles are
an area we explored in our last tournament that we
ran and it seemed like the ideal setting. It helped because the tournament pack already had some scenarios, we just tweaked a favourite and kept game one to
4000 points to give an escalation feel between campaign game one and two.
By this point we had both built up a bit of excitement
to get started. A date was set, lists were written and
beer was purchased (not too much, we’ll leave that to
the Ammertime guys)!
Let’s roll some dice!
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Tony: When I started putting my list together I kept two things in mind, I
wanted to have a balanced list with a mix of units while still crushing Paul.
Paul’s undead have been on a long winning streak against me and I wanted a
list which has options against a range of threats.
I started with a Marshal as a general (Gunter Von Burg), he is built to be a
leader. Therefore, I am using items to boost his discipline up to 10 and an
18” range to keep the army on the table. The general is supported by his
trusty staff including his standard bearer (Handel Hoff), and the raving prelate (Swartz). A wizard master with cosmology was added to help boost the
mediocre EoS core troops.
The core of the army comes in the form of a large block of spear armed heavy infantry, supported by two units
of light infantry. The aim will be to boost these units with a combination of orders, prayers and spells.
I added a large block of Flagellants. Unbreakable and fanatical should guarantee they cause damage and can
operate outside the leadership bubble.
For the fun, I opted for some Knights of the Sun Griffon, a mortar and a volley gun.
To finish off I added a unit of rangers and two units of pistol armed Reiters to mess around with Paul’s battle
line. I had already forgotten about the scenario’s frenzy rules!
Empire of Sonnstahl List:
Marshall (general); great tactician great weapon imperial seal 315
Marshall; Battle Standard; shield; lucky charm; death warrant; potion of swiftness; willows ward 255
Prelate; plate; shield; black steel; great weapon; 250
Wizard; cosmology; master; light armour; destiny’s call magical heirloom 455
36 Heavy Infantry; champion; standard musician; spears; household standard 456
18 Light Infantry; handguns; standard bearer; marksman’s pennant 269
18 Light Infantry; crossbows 239
3 Knights of the Sun Griffon; musician; lance and shield 330
5 Imperial Rangers 90
2x6 Reiters; musician; brace of pistols 472
Mortar 200, Volley gun 200
28 Flagellants 464
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Paul: I’ve been playing various forms of vampire armies for the past twenty
plus years! I have been keen to explore the various bloodlines available in the
latest Beta release. Looking through my model collection, I was interested to
try out a Strigoi army, focusing on all things ghoulish. We both agreed to keep
the armies a bit fluffy and based on the narrative. I went with the Strigoi Count
(Varg ‘The Beast’) with the Bestial Bulk and made him a Wizard Adept for the
extra spell. I also took the Magical Heirloom for the important Hereditary
spell. Of course, Varg The Beast would have kept a keepsake from his time as
a Von Burg. I also took the Talisman of the Void for the extra veil token each
turn.
The rest of the army then came together with a focus on theme and some of my favourite models.
Given my generals bloodline, I had to field a unit of 40 Ghouls. I then supported them with some fast chaff in
the form of Dire Wolves with the intention of seeing how a unit of ten would perform. A block of Zombies was
taken to hide the Cadaver Wagon and round out my core.
Given that Varg’s upgrade made a unit of Ghasts scoring, it made sense to include a unit of 7. Some bats were
added for “theme” (honest!). Varg also needed his necromancer to raise the Giants (and give Ancestral Aid for
re-rolls to hit with all my poisoned attacks) and some “themed fast stuff” rounding out the list (Editor – very
fluffy Paul!).
Strigoi List:
Vampire Count, Strigoi Bloodline, Magical Heirloom;
Talisman of the Void; Wizard Adept; Bestial Bulk; The
Dead Arise 680
Necromancer: Wizard Adept, Necromantic Staff 285

7 Ghasts: Champion 560,
Cadaver Wagon 250,
2 Great Bats 90,
2 Great Bats 90

40 Ghouls: Champion 660,
10 Dire Wolves: Champion 155
25 Zombies: Musician; Standard Bearer 180,

Shrieking Horror 500,
Varkolak 330,
3 Vampire Spawn 220
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Let the Carnage Commence!!
It was dawn, at least, that was Gunter Von Burg’s
best guess. The intolerable red fog that surrounded
him and his men allowed little light to reach the valley floor. Today would be interesting. The old maps
indicated that his forces were passing through the infamous Valley of Wrath. A place where individuals are
tested and their minds tempted by the Dark Goddess
Vanadra.

Fell noises could be heard in the air and a sense of
dread came over Von Burg. Something didn’t quite
feel right yet he became excited at the thought of violence. A warning was heard ahead from the scouts.
Contact with the enemy. Today would indeed be interesting! With some swift words to his banner-man,
Handel Hoff, the Sonnstahler’s deployed ready to defend themselves from the terrors concealed within
the mists.
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Finally, the dense mists began to lift revealing a horde
of the dead. With a hoarse holler, Von Burg began
issuing orders to his men. One unit of Reiters stayed
at the forefront of the dead army to cause distraction.
Simultaneously the archers moved to the flank of
the brute in front of them. Von Burg’s artillery train,
hauled across the ocean from Vetia, was deployed
and ready to fire.

Feeling Vanadra’s influence, the Dire Wolves and one
unit of Giant Bats charged into the Reiters loitering in
front of Varg’s forces and swiftly ripped them asunder.
Overcome by bloodlust, they raced forwards uncontrollably to get to grips with the enemy.
The remainder of the dead shambled forwards whilst
on Varg’s left flank, the bold archers found themselves
unable to flee as his pet Varkolak swept into them and
tore them to pieces, revelling in the violence.
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Von Burg, seeing an opportunity too good to miss, ordered for his men to charge the unsupported hounds
in front of him. The Burgville regulars vengefully tore
them down with swift thrusts of their spears.

A fell shadow descended on the battlefield. A monstrous bat, as large as any beast the Duke had ever
seen, soared through the air and landed hard in front
of the proud Knights of the Sun Griffon. Bones were
strewn across the valley floor and were thrown up
The gunners began to find their ranges however, not into the air by the creatures thrashing. It let forth a
a single shell, bullet or arrow found its mark! Mean- terrible shriek, capable of splitting the ear drums of
while, the mage spoke some learned words of pyro- the most stoic of men, but, inspired by Von Burg, little
mancy and flames leapt out to consume the bats but damage was caused.
the dead kept coming!
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Sensing that the gigantic bat was off balance, the
Knights of the Sun Griffon pounced. Overcome with
the powers bestowed by Vanadra, the Griffons caused
grievous wounds to the foul creature. With a feeble
shriek, the monstrosity collapsed to the ground, joining its bones to the piles that littered the valley.

Eager to feel the enemy’s blood coursing through his
veins, Varg unleashed a bellow and his Ghasts followed him into the Light Infantry, leaving only the
bearer of the unit’s colours alive.

The Vampiric Spawn flew overhead and Von Burg
cursed as the beasts swooped down towards his artilOn Von Burg’s right, the mortar found its range and lery. The Volley gun was silenced with a flurry of cruel
landed a round in the centre of the Ghouls, culling a claws. The decimated Ghoul’s momentum fell short of
good third of their number.
engaging the flagellants in front of them.
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As the Ghouls faltered in front of his eyes, Swartz
shouted a prayer to Sunna and his Flagellants swept
into the brutes. The two units crashed into each other with great ferocity and, whilst many of the zealots fell to the poisoned claws, each one made sure
to take at least one of the cretins with them. In moments, the combat was over. Covered in the gore of
his foes, Swartz let the bloodlust overcome him and,
with no effort at all, urged his unit forward into the
waiting undead.

As the Ghouls fell, Varg roared with fury. Smashing
the gunner in front of him to the ground, he led his
twisted kindred down the hill into the rear of the Flagellants, unleashing carnage in his wake. Caught in
the rear, the Zealots had little time to react as they
were ripped asunder and consumed by the lumbering
Ghasts. Swartz, smiting a bat with his giant hammer,
saw his opportunity and fled, eager to escape from
the mighty jaws of The Beast.
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Sensing that the outcome of the battle was on a knife
edge, Von Burg let the powerful urges of the valley
overcome him and charged directly at the dead. It
was a long way but their bloodlust carried them into
the horde of Zombies. The Sun Knights, inspired by
their general’s confidence, swept their mounts into
the foul cart in front of them, slaying the Corpse Master and turning the wagon into kindling. Without
losing their stride, they surged into the ranks of the
dead, slaughtering them without conscience.
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Knowing that his time was short, the necromancer
whispered some words in the forbidden tongue and
faded out of existence as the Zombies around him fell,
lifeless once more, to the ground.
Behind the hill, the Spawns thirst for blood continued
to drive them forward into the light troops leaving
little behind them but shattered and disembowelled
corpses.
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Varg witnessed his forces crumbling around him. Fire
leapt from the empire mages outstretched hands and
engulfed the Varkolak, turning it to ash. Inspired by
their heroic charge, Von Burg’s men surged into the
remaining dead, emboldened by their Wizard’s magic.
Ripping the head from a young griffon, Varg could do
little as his minions were pierced by the spears of his
emboldened foe. Locking eyes with the Marshall that
had caused him such inconvenience this day, Varg
transformed into a cloud of bats and escaped the carnage that had befallen his army.
Seeing their master flee, the swarm took flight themselves, leaving the empire the glory this day.

Aftermath:
Tony wins, securing two secondary objectives with 19 Battle Points to Paul’s 5.
Paul: Well that was bloody! I was quite confident after the first few turns. The reduced range from the scenario meant that Tony’s shooting was out for at least one turn. Turn 2 saw his poor dice form continue. My
main issue was controlling my low discipline army that was all frenzied and baying for blood!
The chaff running off was a pain and the Shrieking Horror did really badly. The Knights of the Sun Griffon went
mental and rolled twelve hits with their nine attacks (battle focus), wounding with five! The game really spun
on its head though when Tony made an 11” charge into the Zombies and that was that. His mage then compounded the matter with some outrageous casting last turn, forcing all three spells through and sealing the
fate of my battered army!
Tony: Well that was a shock ending! I think we were all surprised what happened in the final turn.
The game hadn’t started well for me. By carefully ignoring the scenario when writing my list, I ended up with
a gun line which couldn’t shoot in turn 1. To make matters worse, I had Rangers and Reiters operating in isolation with frenzy. You could see Paul’s frustration when one unit of Reiters passed their discipline 5 test 2 turns
in a row to prevent themselves from charging his waiting Varkolak!
The first couple of turns didn’t inspire confidence as I was struggling to cause any real damage and Paul kept
his line together. The one notable exception was the Shrieking Horror which flew in front of the Knights of the
Sun Griffon and only did a single wound with its shriek. I then got a little jammy and killed it in a single turn of
combat which left the flank wide open.
This was a sideshow to the table centre. The Flagellants smashing the depleted Ghouls and tying up the bats
and general offered me the chance for a long charge on the Zombies. Obviously, I got the 11 I needed and
forced through all my spells to crush all the remaining undead units in a turn.
A tactical lesson can be learnt from my game; if you’re losing a game, just try to focus on rolling better dice
than your opponent and everything will be fine!
Look out for the next edition of the Sundering of the Giant Isles in the next issue of the 9th Scroll where
the story of Von Burg and Varg “The Beast” will continue!
For more juicy 9th Age goodness, check out Paul and Tony on their podcast The Fantasy Wargaming Podcast
that can be found at www.tfwp.podomatic.com, on iTunes or any other decent podcast player.
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HUMAN NATIONS
The coming of Sunna and the dawn of the Ninth Age has returned the human species to its rightful ascendency. We may not be as
strong as ogres, as disciplined as elves, as hardy as dwarves or as fearless as saurians, but we have thrived across the globe in a manner
no other species has achieved since the Dawn Age. No survey of the world’s great civilisations would be complete without touching, at
least, on the following peoples:

Kingdom of Vanhu
Some have called me mad for my
lengthy travels in southern
Taphria. Others, heroic. For
my part I wish only to spread
Sunna’s word and prevent what
I feel is an inevitable disaster.
Vosenlanders and Destrians
are colonising these lands in eve
r
greater numbers, heedless and
ignorant of peoples who dwell her
e.
The greatest of these are the V
anhu, a proud and resourceful
nation led by the fierce King N
yatsimba - a rare military leader
in a land where most power is
held by witchdoctors. The ways
of
his people are ancient. They com
prise traditional tribes as well
as
spiritual totem “families”. Thos
e born under a particular totem
are said to gain the power to con
verse with the corresponding an
imal
upon their coming of age - I hav
e witnessed the rituals myself.
The Vanhu live in stone fortre
sses, and have established powerf
ul
alliances with nearby dwarves,
saurians and even traders as
far away as Sagarika and Cele
da Ablan. My fear is that we
Vetians totally fail to comprehen
d both their civilisation, and the
anger we are provoking with our
foolhardy projects of Empire.
The spectre of war is much clo
ser than we imagine.

Letter from famed explorer and missio
nary Erik Tombstone
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Volskaya

Between the White Mountains and the Makhar Steppe lies a land as diverse as it is vast. From the strongholds
of the mountain clans in the west to the war camps of the Red Guard in the east, this is the domain of
the Volskali. Often misunderstood and maligned by their western neighbours, the subjects of Tzar Oleg
are proud and stalwart folk. Their legends claim their ancestors were the bears and eagles, wolves and
hawks of their land and those who come to know these fierce people like I have do not dismiss
these stories lightly.
Swift horsemen and resolute infantry form a vital bulwark against the madness of the
Wasteland and the terrors of the great Bog; these actions bring little acclaim but have
established outposts and colonies across the Steppe. The preachers of Sunna maintain that
they are cursed men in need of salvation, as their forebears stood against the Goddess at
the dawn of this age and never repented for their sin. To this day, occasional bands of
moustachioed marauders launch brazen raids into other nations, while the alliance
between the Amber court of Volskagrad
and the kings of Equitaine
threatens to upturn the
balance of power
in Vetia.
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Arcalea
Arcalea is hardly a state; fractured and without a central power. The settlements in these lands
took the name of principalities, communes, city states or republics but everyone else just calls
them the free cities of Arcalea - or, together with parts of Destria, the Iron Crowns. Mostly
they share the same culture, the worship of Saints, and the mystification of Sunna as
Themesis, the first of them.
Although the "Iron Crowns” was originally an insult referring to a lack of true power, the
free cities wield in fact tremendous clout with their wealth and independence. With the
great merchant families in the vanguard, Arcalea has become one of the largest cultural
centres in the world. Here were the first universities born and here come to life the
great works of art and inventions of our times. But the real currency of Arcalea is its
mercenary legions: bands of cutthroats, trained soldiers, pirates, hungry ogres and exiled
nobles arrive every day in searc h of fame and fortune. They know that their skills will
be put to good use and that those who fight will never go hungry.
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Tsuandan

Traders who brave the eastern roads or southern seas may reach the limits of the known
world - and the mythic empire of Tsuandan. A land of spectacular vistas, they say, with
mountains, jungles, rivers and great soaring plains all under the thumb of the Dragon
Emperor in Longjing.
The most ancient records indicate that Tsuandan is as old as Naptesh, but most
scholars place the coming of the current Emperor Gonglu no more than a century
hence. Some reports, and the nation's official policy, suggest that the Emperor is a
literal dragon; most are more skeptical. Since the Zhong have long held that they
are descended from a “chosen” people who lived side by side with saurians
in the mists of time, a reptilian overlord may perhaps be a natural fit.
To most Vetians who travel to this eastern realm, these legends are of
little concern compared to the nation’s spectacular wealth.

Destria
Yes, things are much changed the
re since I was a boy, and
in no small way. The Crowns
north and south are tied in
marriage now, that’s something
we never thought we would
see. Trade now marches ceasele
ssly on roads once haunted by
duende, bandits, splitfoots, and
...

What? Yes of course you’ll fin
d all those that far west,
and you’ll find worse as well.
At least you would when I
was a boy. Now, the knights and
soldiers have finally put
down the remnants of the Tortu
red Times, or so I heard.
The dead rest quiet at long las
t, thank Carnivus and all the
Saints.

Now comes my kinsmen’s tim
e, good Vespolio, Destr ia’s
Twin Crowns are center stage,
armies united, our people
vigorous, and our coffers full.
Even the arrogant imperials
are so desperate for our favor
they arranged marriage to our
blessed Sophia. And through her
will we claim lands across
the great sea that the knife ear
s have always excluded men
from, and such profit! I dare say
we could be as rich as the
Sultans of Qassar! What do you
say, old friend: will you
join me to Port Roig?

Overheard in a busy tavern in Santa Marika
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Diary of Malatesta da Pontefreddo,
mercen ary commander

Koghi Empire
Many have asked about the secret of my wealth, dear boy,
and I always invent some
pithy fable that makes me look quite brilliant. But the truth
is that I owe it all to a
land few in this benighted realm could even name: the Em
pire of Koghi.
It is a mighty kingdom controlling the full bounty of Western
Taphria. The Mansas there are so dizzyingly rich that they don’t know what to
do with themselves. After
converting to the Alihat religion, the last Mansa undertook
a pilgrimage to the Midan
holy site in Qassar. His retinue was so large and extravaga
ntly supplied with gold
WKDWKHVLQJOHKDQGHGO\FULSSOHGWKHORFDOHFRQRP\ZLWKLQ÷DWLRQ
,PDJLQHLW
A merchant with the right goods can fetch ten times the price
in Dogoko as he can in
Avras. We don’t realise it, but we all live in the shadow
of the Koghinan. Their
wealth in gold and salt is felt in the markets of Sonnstahl and
Equitaine. When I
close my eyes I can see it: the great golden desert - and the
endless caravans, like a
÷RWLOODRQWKHUROOLQJGXQHV

From a missive stored by the solicitors of Matthias Bechtholdt, “the richest man
in Sonnstahl”, to be delivered to his son on the event of his death.
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THE GOBLIN FACTORY

Article by Rasmus Jørgensen

I work at a youth club in Denmark for children aged 9-12 years as a social worker. I am responsible for the
roleplaying and miniature gaming room which the kids have named the “Goblin Factory.” This article will give
you an insight into what I do at the club and present what the kids have accomplished in the last few months.
We are currently introducing the children to playing Mordheim as a smaller and easier game to get started
with role playing and miniature painting. I hope that one day some of them will pick up 9th Age.
Initially we played on a board which was built as a
classic cityscape for our Mordheim campaign. To get a
change of scenery, we have recently decided to build
a new table. We chose to go with a jungle table because we have two Lizard warbands, so it made sense
to give them a more thematic setting.
The table is much smaller than a standard 9th age table and there are several reasons for this. Firstly it’s
faster and easier to make a smaller board. Secondly, when the kids see the results faster it helps keep
them engaged in a project (you can always make bigger projects later!). Additionally, games will go faster
when there is less room which is necessary when they
only have 2.5 hours in the club each day.

The project has taken about 3 months. Only the children have done the work with me as supervisor. It’s
not 100% finished, but it’s close. We wanted a table
that would give several areas to fight as well as having
various levels of terrain. To achieve this, we screwed
a wooden box at one end of the base. The kids then
began to cut contours from pink foam into squares
that were glued to the side of the box. Once dry, a lot
of details were cut into the foam to form a cliff face.
At the same time, more details were added inside to
give an area behind the waterfall.
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The base of the board was made from a polystyrene
foam plate. This allowed us to burn down into the
board with a gas burner to form the riverbed. The river and waterfall was then coated with polyfiller.
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We used acrylic paint for most of the table. All the
mountains and stones were base coated black, the
soil brown and water blue. The mountains got a
coarse dry brush with dark grey, followed by a lighter
grey and finally with a light dry brush with white. The
earth got a dry brush with light brown. The water was
drizzled with light blue, and lastly a bit of white.

solidifies in about 24 hours. The resin is completely
transparent and you can have a lot of fun combining
it with the plastic Ikea plants. In order to make some
texture and movement in the water, we used a product called “still water.” This is available in various model shops. It is easy to work with and gives a realistic
effect.

Plants were purchased from Ikea and were probably
the most expensive element of the project (about 300
Danish Kroner). We also have enough plants for two
tables, I was unsure of how many would be needed
for the project at the time of purchase. The plants
were cut into pieces and glued to the board with PVA
glue, along with a lot of static grass. The water features were made from a resin mixture that I bought
in a Danish hobby shop. It is a two-part mixture that

Finally, we added the last details to the board. We
made the magical gateway upon the ziggurat and
painted small runes on the rocks around the portal.
We still need to finish off the track and some constructions are missing from the mountain side. In Mordheim, there is a requirement for ladders and bridges,
etc. so that the models can move over the terrain in
the game. One of the kids has also built a swimming
monster that fits the river.
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MAKE YOUR OWN GAMING MAT

Article by Kevin Krüger

This article will show you how to create a cheap, rollable, soft and individualised gaming mat. This map is
easy to store and to transport, especially if rolling multiple mats together. The surface is soft which makes
the dice rolls very muffled – just in case if you have ever cared about clattering dice. The process costs are
around 30 € and takes roughly 3 hours work and about 5 days for drying. This presents a nice option to get a
second table available or just to add a bit variance to your existing table. Have you ever wanted to fight over
a snow-covered battle ground, some hellish ash world or just have a new style for spring? Now is your chance!

Required Materials (from left to right):
•
PVA / wood glue.
•
Acrylic colour for the base colour of the mat.
In this case, brown and green (200ml).
•
Plastic sheet/bin bags to cover your table.
•
6 or 7 tubes of acrylic sealing in white from
the hardware store (e.g. “Acyrl Dichtmasse”, 310 ml).
•
Some textile sheeting as carrier, e.g. blanket
for moves (2m x 1.5 m). This should be slightly larger
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than your 4’ by 6’ gaming table for the 9th age (e.g.
“Umzugsdecke”).
•
Roughly one cup of dry sand for texture.
•
Decoration, scenic grass, or whatever you
want to theme your battlefield with etc.
•
Tinting paints for highlights in whatever colour you want for your battlefield- (e.g. Swing Colour
“Abtönfarbe”)´.
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Tools you need:
•
Bowl to mix.
•
Sieve for the sand.
•
Spray bottle.
•
Scissors.
•
A broad scraper (10+ cm).
•
Large brush for highlights.
•
Permanent marker.
•
Drawing pins or masking tape.
•
One-way gloves (optional).
•
Soft broom.

The work is done in three steps. The first step takes most of the time - around 2 hours. Afterwards the mat
needs to cure for two days. For the second step roughly half an hour is required, followed by three more days
drying time. The finishing step will take another half hour.

Step one (2h)
For preparation take your gaming table or some large
board and cover it with the plastic foil to preserve it
from the Acrylic paste. Next put the blanket, to be
used as a base onto the table. Wrap the fabric around
the edge and the bottom of the board, stretch it a bit
and fix it with the needle pins at the side of the board.
In case of a more valuable table, use masking tape for
fixing.

My recommendation is to add an Inch at each side
during creation (working size should be 50” x 74”
rather than 48” by 72”). This is because you may ignore the stretching while working on the fabric. Simply cut the mat once it is finished to the required size.
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MAKE YOUR OWN GAMING MAT
Now you are ready to go. Put all the Acrylic Sealing
into the bowl - a cartridge gun is quite handy if available. You may use 6 or 7 tubes of acryl sealing. 6 tubes
are enough but 7 gives you some extra material to
distribute. When changing the cartridges, you can put
a bit of the colour into the bowl making the mixing
process easier for you later. Mix it roughly with the
acrylic paint, note there is no need to get it completely homogenous. While applying the acrylic, you will
get another chance to mix in the pigment. In my opinion some shading adds real depth to the mat.
After mixing is done simply put the mass onto the blanket and distribute it evenly with the scraper. While doing
this you can define the colour and the distribution of it quite well - a bit like doing oil painting. You will quickly
get the feeling of how you can alter the colour by working over it. At the start you will probably add too much
material. Try to start with as little acrylic as possible and distribute it as thinly as possible. At this point you may
also add colour to the surface and work it into the acrylic to accent special areas.

Once you are happy with the surface you are ready to add the sand, or make it smoother with a wet scraper or
fingers. Add the dry sand with a kitchen sieve. The sand will give the mat some structure and texture to highlight/drybrush. Press the sand softly into the wet acryl. The colour may not look right, but this can be corrected
later with the painted highlights.
If you like you may add some structure or extra detail to the mat. Here is an example of some dents for a cobblestone way done with a drinking straw.
Now you should have something similar to the following picture. Notice how uneven the colour appears:

At this step 80% of the work is done. Let it rest and dry for 2 days.
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Step two (0,5h)
Gently Brush away the surplus sand with a soft broom.
Now start to make the finish similar as you would for
bases. Highlight the mat by lightly brushing with the
big brush. You can also add some wash to add depth
or mud and water effects. This is also the time to add
further details like streams or trails with paint.
Next mix water with PVA glue into the spray bottle.
Spray the whole surface with that water/glue mixture. This will seal the sand and allow you to add static
grass, scenic effects or any kind of modelling flock that
you like. Be careful not to add it directly to the mat,
but throw it gently upwards into the air just above the
spot you have chosen, this way the static grass falls
very naturally. Give the whole mat another spray with
the water/pva mix once you are happy with the grass
and flock. Then let it dry for another 3 days.

Third step (0,5h)
With the Marker Pen, mark the 48’’ x 72’’ table and
cut the edge, with this you are finished! Lastly, when
rolling the finished mat, you should use a foam or
cardboard tube to avoid any creases.
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RESIN BASES ALTERNATIVES

Article by Henrypmiller

This article was inspired when doing some work for Jonas from the Ammertime group. His whole Vermin
Swarm army has resin bases bought in ages past. However now these bases are unavailable for purchase. I
had been making some of my own bases using a press mold for my Warriors of the Dark Gods army and Jonas
asked my help to make some for his vermin!
To the right are some pictures of my original “skull
bases.” The molds worked well but back then, I didn’t
put too much effort into painting them. Nevertheless,
the effect can be seen. These bases are very easy to
make but are a little time intensive. Basically, it requires a “master base” to be made which is then copied multiple times. I used leftover skulls, skeletal arms
and bits of equipment to create the master base for
these bases.
The “master base” for the Chariot seen below was
a full resin base that I made a full mold of. It turned
out quite well and shows that bases of all sizes can be
made in the method that I will be explaining.

Firstly, you need a mold material. I have used “Instant
Mold” in the past and that is the material I use in this
tutorial. However, when recently looking around for
some of the same material I could not find any. Instead, I have bought “Blue Stuff”.
You will need a resin of some kind to put into the
mold once its ready. I use standard Miliput as it’s the
cheapest and it is very malleable so it can be pushed
into the cracks easily.
As I said before, you also need a master base or the
part that you are going to mold. Bases are very easy
because you only need the outside to look pretty,
rather than both sides. For this tutorial I’ll be using
a 40mm resin base that Jonas is using for his Vermin
Swarm.
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In addition, you will also need a bowl which can hold
water, as well as free space in the freezer!
The first step is to fill the bowl with enough boiling
water so that your mold material can be fully submerged. You want to use enough material that when
the mold is supple it will cover whatever base you are
trying to copy.
Once the mold has been in the hot water for approximately 20-30 seconds, take it out and roll it into a
ball in your hand. This may take a few dips in the hot
water achieve a ball shape.
The next step is to take your warmed-up mold material and press it over the Master Base. This is the most important step. You need to ensure that all the air bubbles are squeezed out of the mold. It is also important to
press down the mold enough that the material goes into all the cracks. This is why you should take the material
straight from the water to the master base.

When the mold covers the whole of the area that needs to be replicated and it overlaps the sides of the base,
it is ready to be frozen. Put it in the freezer for around 10 minutes. It’s okay if you leave it longer. I sometimes
forget about it myself! When you take it out, the mold should be cold to the touch.
Now we can push out the master base from the mold. Try and pry the sides of the mold from the base without
breaking it. You can push the mold from the back side to pop it out of the mold. When it’s out you should use
a light and see if the print is good quality. It is difficult to know for sure if you got all the details, but you can
usually see if there are any obvious or glaring errors.

If you are satisfied, you then need to mix your Miliput
or other resin substance. I try and use a 50:50 ratio.
Next simply push your putty into the mold ensuring
that any deep holes or crevasses are filled first. Really
spread the resin into all the gaps and push it down
multiple times to get the best effect. To begin with I
always used too much resin. Try to only use enough
that the bottom of the resin will fit on top of a plastic
base without causing much of a gap around the edges. It should be spread flat and evenly.
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RESIN BASES ALTERNATIVES
I would recommend letting it dry overnight if you
have it really flat. If in doubt let it dry about 90%
which probably takes about 2 or 3 hours. It will be
stiff but you will be able to bend it ever so slightly to
get it flush against the base you will attach it to. When
it’s ready push the resin out in the same way as you
did with the master mold. It should give a very close
resemblance to the original master base (minus the
base part). You can also do the “whole base” but it’s a
but more intensive in Miliput which can be expensive
if you are doing a whole army.
If you take your new base out when it still has a bit of
flex in it, you can glue it to the base right away. In this
way you can avoid any gaps round the edges. If you
take it out too early it can break apart and distort. If
you take it out when its hard you might need to add
extra Milliput to fill in the gaps round the edge. This
can also take some time.
The end product is pretty nice and very easy and
cost-effective to make as you can replicate the process every few hours or have multiple molds of the
same base for maximum production efficiency.
Here is another base that I made for Jonas, the mold I used and also the original master base. In addition you
can see some of the other bases that I have made for my Warriors army a long time ago!
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DOWNLOAD THE 9TH AGE RULE SET FOR FREE AT
THE-NINTH-AGE.COM
AND BRING YOUR ARMIES TO THE TABLE

